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MONTE CARLOS & FRAGMENTATION
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๏PYTHIA anno 1978 
•(then called JETSET)

LU TP 78-18
November, 1978

A Monte Carlo Program for Quark Jet 
Generation

T. Sjöstrand, B. Söderberg

A Monte Carlo computer program is 
presented, that simulates the 
fragmentation of a fast parton into a 
jet of mesons. It uses an iterative 
scaling scheme and is compatible with 
the jet model of Field and Feynman.

Note:  
Field-Feynman was an early fragmentation model 

Now superseded by the String (in PYTHIA) and Cluster (in 
HERWIG & SHERPA) models.



FROM PARTONS TO PIONS
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Here’s a fast parton

It showers 
(bremsstrahlung)

It ends up  
at a low effective 
factorization scale  
Q ~ mρ ~ 1 GeV

Fast: It starts at a high 
factorization scale 

Q = QF = Qhard

Q
Qhard 1 GeV
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FROM PARTONS TO PIONS
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Here’s a fast parton

How about I just call it a hadron?
→ “Local Parton-Hadron Duality”

Qhard 1 GeV

It showers 
(bremsstrahlung)

It ends up  
at a low effective 
factorization scale  
Q ~ mρ ~ 1 GeV

Fast: It starts at a high 
factorization scale 

Q = QF = Qhard



PARTON → HADRONS?
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q
π 

π 
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๏Early models: “Independent Fragmentation”  
•Local Parton Hadron Duality (LPHD) can give useful results for 
inclusive quantities in collinear fragmentation 
•Motivates a simple model: 

๏But …  
•The point of confinement is that partons are coloured  
•Hadronisation = the process of colour neutralisation 

๏ → Unphysical to think about independent fragmentation of a single 
parton into hadrons 

๏ → Too naive to see LPHD (inclusive) as a justification for Independent 
Fragmentation (exclusive) 

๏ → More physics needed

“Independent Fragmentation”



COLOUR NEUTRALISATION
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๏ A physical hadronization model  
• Should involve at least TWO partons, with opposite color 

charges (e.g., think of them as R and anti-R)*

P. Skands Introduction to QCD

or Heavy Quark Effective Theory), or phenomenological models (such as Regge Theory or the
String and Cluster Hadronisation Models) must be used, which in turn depend on additional
non-perturbative parameters whose relation to, e.g., ↵

s

(M
Z

), is not a priori known.
For some of these questions, such as hadron masses, lattice QCD can furnish important

additional insight, but for multi-scale and/or time-evolution problems, the applicability of
lattice methods is still severely restricted; the lattice formulation of QCD requires a Wick
rotation to Euclidean space. The time-coordinate can then be treated on an equal footing with
the other dimensions, but intrinsically Minkowskian problems, such as the time evolution of a
system, are inaccessible. The limited size of current lattices also severely constrain the scale
hierarchies that it is possible to “fit” between the lattice spacing and the lattice size.

1.5 Colour States

A final example of the application of the underlying SU(3) group theory to QCD is given by
considering which colour states we can obtain by combinations of quarks and gluons. The
simplest example of this is the combination of a quark and antiquark. We can form a total of
nine different colour-anticolour combinations, which fall into two irreducible representations
of SU(3):

3 ⌦ 3 = 8 � 1 . (29)

The singlet corresponds to the symmetric wave function 1p
3

���R ¯R
↵
+

��G ¯G
↵
+

��B ¯B
↵�

, which
is invariant under SU(3) transformations (the definition of a singlet). The other eight lin-
early independent combinations (which can be represented by one for each Gell-Mann matrix,
with the singlet corresponding to the identity matrix) transform into each other under SU(3).
Thus, although we sometimes talk about colour-singlet states as being made up, e.g., of “red-
antired”, that is not quite precise language. The actual state

��R ¯R
↵

is not a pure colour singlet.
Although it does have a non-zero projection onto the singlet wave function above, it also has
non-zero projections onto the two members of the octet that correspond to the diagonal Gell-
Mann matrices. Intuitively, one can also easily realise this by noting that an SU(3) rotation of��R ¯R

↵
would in general turn it into a different state, say

��B ¯B
↵
, whereas a true colour singlet

would be invariant. Finally, we can also realise from equation (29) that a random (colour-
uncorrelated) quark-antiquark pair has a 1/N2

= 1/9 chance to be in an overall colour-singlet
state; otherwise it is in an octet.

Similarly, there are also nine possible quark-quark (or antiquark-antiquark) combinations,
six of which are symmetric under interchange of the two quarks and three of which are anti-
symmetric:

6 =

0

BBBBBBB@

|RRi
|GGi
|BBi

1p
2
(|RGi + |GRi)

1p
2
(|GBi + |BGi)

1p
2
(|BRi + |RBi)

1

CCCCCCCA

¯

3 =

0

B@

1p
2
(|RGi � |GRi)

1p
2
(|GBi � |BGi)

1p
2
(|BRi � |RBi)

1

CA . (30)

The members of the sextet transform into (linear combinations of) each other under SU(3)

transformations, and similarly for the members of the antitriplet, hence neither of these can

— 15 —

*) Really, a colour singlet state



RECAP: COLOUR FLOW
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๏Colour flow in parton showers

Example: Z0 → qq

Figure 1.1: Color development of a shower in e+e� annihilation. Systems of color-connected
partons are indicated by the dashed lines.

1.1.5 Color information

Shower MC generators track large-Nc color information during the development of the
shower. In the large-Nc limit, a quark is represented by a color line, i.e. a line with an
arrow in the direction of the shower development, an antiquark by an anticolor line, with
the arrow in the opposite direction, and a gluon by a pair of color-anticolor lines. The rules
for color propagation are:

. (1.9)

At the end of the shower development, partons are connected by color lines. We can have
a quark directly connected by a color line to an antiquark, or via an arbitrary number of
intermediate gluons, as shown in fig 1.1. It is also possible for a set of gluons to be connected
cyclically in color, as e.g. in the decay �� ggg.

The color information is used in angular-ordered showers, where the angle of color-
connected partons determines the initial angle for the shower development, and in dipole
showers, where dipoles are always color-connected partons. It is also used in hadronization
models, where the initial strings or clusters used for hadronization are formed by systems of
color-connected partons.

1.1.6 Electromagnetic corrections

The physics of photon emission from light charged particles can also be treated with a shower
MC algorithm. A high-energy electron, for example, is accompanied by bremsstrahlung
photons, which considerably a⇥ect its dynamics. Also here, similarly to the QCD case,
electromagnetic corrections are of order �em ln Q/me, or even of order �em ln Q/me ln E�/E
in the region where soft photon emission is important, so that their inclusion in the simulation
process is mandatory. This can be done with a Monte Carlo algorithm. In case of photons
emitted by leptons, at variance with the QCD case, the shower can be continued down
to values of the lepton virtuality that are arbitrarily close to its mass shell. In practice,
photon radiation must be cut o⇥ below a certain energy, in order for the shower algorithm to
terminate. Therefore, there is always a minimum energy for emitted photons that depends
upon the implementations (and so does the MC truth for a charged lepton). In the case of
electrons, this energy is typically of the order of its mass. Electromagnetic radiation below
this scale is not enhanced by collinear singularities, and is thus bound to be soft, so that the
electron momentum is not a⇥ected by it.

7

System #1 System #2 System #3

Coherence of pQCD cascades → not much “overlap” between systems  
→ Leading-colour approximation pretty good 

(LEP measurements in e+e-→W+W-→hadrons confirm this (at least to order 10% ~ 1/Nc2 ))
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Note: (much) more color getting kicked around in hadron collisions. More tomorrow.

(leading-colour approximation)



THE ULTIMATE LIMIT: WAVELENGTHS > 10-15
 M
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P.  S k a n d s

Long Wavelengths > 10-15 m

๏Quark-Antiquark Potential 
•As function of separation distance

17
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FIG. 4. All potential data of the five lattices have been scaled to a universal curve by subtracting Vo and measuring energies and

distances in appropriate units of &E. The dashed curve correspond to V(R)=R —~/12R. Physical units are calculated by exploit-
ing the relation &cr =420 MeV.

AM~a=46. 1A~ &235(2)(13) MeV .

Needless to say, this value does not necessarily apply to
full QCD.
In addition to the long-range behavior of the confining

potential it is of considerable interest to investigate its ul-
traviolet structure. As we proceed into the weak cou-
pling regime lattice simulations are expected to meet per-

turbative results. Although we are aware that our lattice
resolution is not yet really suScient, we might dare to
previe~ the continuum behavior of the Coulomb-like
term from our results. In Fig. 6(a) [6(b)] we visualize the
confidence regions in the K-e plane from fits to various
on- and off-axis potentials on the 32 lattices at P=6.0
[6.4]. We observe that the impact of lattice discretization
on e decreases by a factor 2, as we step up from P=6.0 to

150
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Barkai '84 o
MTC '90
Our results:---

130-
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110-

100-

80—
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FIG. 5. The on-axis string tension [in units of the quantity c =&E /(a AL ) ] as a function of P. Our results are combined with pre-
vious values obtained by the MTc collaboration [10]and Barkai, Moriarty, and Rebbi [11].

~ Force required to lift a 16-ton truck

LATTICE QCD SIMULATION. 
Bali and Schilling Phys Rev D46 (1992) 2636

What physical!
system has a !
linear potential?

Short Distances ~ “Coulomb”

“Free” Partons

Long Distances ~ Linear Potential

“Confined” Partons 
(a.k.a. Hadrons)

(in “quenched” approximation)



If the quark gives all its energy to a single pion 
traveling along the z axis

(NOTE ON THE LENGTH OF STRINGS)
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๏In Spacetime:  
•String tension ≈ 1 GeV/fm → a 5-GeV quark can travel 5 fm before all its 
kinetic energy is transformed to potential energy in the string.  
•Then it must start moving the other way (→ “yo-yo” model of mesons. Note: 
string breaks → several mesons) 

๏In Rapidity : y =
1

2
ln

✓
E + pz
E � pz

◆
=

1

2
ln

✓
(E + pz)2

E2 � p2z

◆

y0 = y + ln

s
1� �

1 + �

Rapidity is useful because it is 
additive under Lorentz boosts 

(along the rapidity axis)

➾ Δy difference is invariant 

Scaling (in “lightcone” p±=E±pz; for system along z axis) 
implies flat central rapidity plateau (+ some endpoint effects)

y
max

⇠ ln

✓
2Eq

m⇡

◆

Particle Production:

Increasing Eq → logarithmic growth in rapidity range

for m ! 0 :

1

2

ln

✓
1 + cos ✓

1� cos ✓

◆
= � ln tan(✓/2) = ⌘( )

“Pseudorapidity”

(convenient variable 
in momentum space)



FROM PARTONS TO STRINGS
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๏Motivates a model: 
•Let color field collapse into a narrow 
flux tube of uniform energy density  

๏ κ ~ 1 GeV / fm 
•Limit → Relativistic 1+1 dimensional 
worldsheet  

๏

Pedagogical Review: B. Andersson, The Lund model. 
Camb. Monogr. Part. Phys. Nucl. Phys. Cosmol., 1997.

String 
Worldsheet

P.  S k a n d s

String Breaks

๏In QCD, strings can (and do) break! 
•(In superconductors, would require magnetic monopoles) 
•In QCD, the roles of electric and magnetic are reversed 
•Quarks (and antiquarks) are “chromoelectric monopoles” 
•There are at least two possible analogies ~ tunneling:

18

Schwinger Effect

+

÷
Non-perturbative creation 
of e+e- pairs in a strong 
external Electric field

~E

e-

e+

P / exp

✓
�m2 � p2?

/⇡

◆

Probability from 
Tunneling Factor

( is the string tension equivalent)

C
A

N
O

N
IC

A
L

Hawking Radiation

M

~g

Non-perturbative creation 
of radiation quanta in a 
strong gravitational field

HORIZONHORIZON

Thermal (Boltzmann) Factor

P / exp

✓
�E

kBTH

◆

Linear Energy Exponent

A
LT

ER
N

AT
IV

E?

๏In “unquenched” QCD 
•g→qq → The strings will break

→ Gaussian suppression of high mT
2 = mq

2 + pT
2 

Heavier quarks suppressed. Prob(d:u:s:c) ≈ 1 : 1 : 0.2 : 10-11 

time



FRAGMENTATION FUNCTION
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๏Having selected a hadron flavor  
•How much momentum does it take?

Spacetime Picture

Fragmentation starts in the middle and spreads outwards:

z

tqq m2
⊥

m2
⊥

1
2

but breakup vertices causally disconnected
⇒ can proceed in arbitrary order
⇒ left–right symmetry

P(1,2) = P(1) × P(1 → 2)

= P(2) × P(2 → 1)

⇒ Lund symmetric fragmentation function
f(z) ∝ (1 − z)a exp(−bm2

⊥/z)/z  0

 0.5

 1

 1.5

 2

 2.5

 3

 0  0.2  0.4  0.6  0.8  1

f(z), a = 0.5, b= 0.7

mT
2 = 0.25
mT

2 = 1
mT

2 = 4

time

spatial 
separation

The meson M takes a fraction z of 
the quark momentum,  

How big that fraction is,  
z ∈ [0,1],  

is determined by the 
fragmentation function, f(z,Q02)

leftover string, 
further string breaks 

String Break

q

M Spacelike Separation

๏(see lecture notes for how selection is made 
between different spin/excitation states)



LEFT-RIGHT SYMMETRY
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•Causality → Left-Right Symmetry 
•→ Constrains form of fragmentation function! 

๏→ Lund Symmetric Fragmentation Function 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

a=0.9
a=0.1

b=0.5 b=2

both curves 
using b=1, mT=1

both curves using 
a=0.5, mT=1

Small a  
→ “high-z tail”

Small b  
→ “low-z enhancement”

cuto↵ Q
had

, may be larger than the purely non-perturbative /⇡ above, to account for e↵ects
of additional unresolved soft-gluon radiation below Q

had

. In principle, the magnitude of this
additional component should scale with the cuto↵, but in practice it is up to the user to
enforce this by retuning the relevant parameter when changing the hadronization scale.

Since quark masses are di�cult to define for light quarks, the value of the strangeness
suppression is determined from experimental observables, such as the K/⇡ and K⇤/⇢ ratios.
The parton-shower evolution generates a small amount of strangeness as well, through per-
turbative g ! ss̄ splittings. The optimal value for the non-perturbative 2s/(u + d) ratio
should therefore exhibit a mild anticorrelation with the amount of quarks produced in the
perturbative stage.

Baryon production can also be incorporated, by allowing string breaks to produce pairs
of diquarks, loosely bound states of two quarks in an overall 3̄ representation. Again, since
diquark masses are di�cult to define, the relative rate of diquark to quark production is
extracted, e.g. from the p/⇡ ratio, and since the perturbative shower splittings do not produce
diquarks, the e↵ective value for this parameter is mildly correlated with the amount of g ! qq̄
splittings occurring on the shower side. More advanced scenarios for baryon production have
also been proposed, see [48]. Within the PYTHIA framework, a fragmentation model including
baryon string junctions [49] is also available.

The next step of the algorithm is the assignment of the produced quarks within hadron
multiplets. Using a nonrelativistic classification of spin states, the fragmenting q may com-
bine with the q̄0 from a newly created breakup to produce a meson — or baryon, if diquarks
are involved — of a given valence quark spin S and angular momentum L. The lowest-lying
pseudoscalar and vector meson multiplets, and spin-1/2 and -3/2 baryons, are assumed to
dominate in a string framework1, but individual rates are not predicted by the model. This
is therefore the sector that contains the largest amount of free parameters.

From spin counting, the ratio V/P of vectors to pseudoscalars is expected to be 3, but in
practice this is only approximately true for B mesons. For lighter flavors, the di↵erence in
phase space caused by the V –P mass splittings implies a suppression of vector production.
When extracting the corresponding parameters from data, it is advisable to begin with
the heaviest states, since so-called feed-down from the decays of higher-lying hadron states
complicates the extraction for lighter particles, see section 1.2.3. For diquarks, separate
parameters control the relative rates of spin-1 diquarks vs. spin-0 ones and, likewise, have
to be extracted from data.

With p2

? and m2 now fixed, the final step is to select the fraction, z, of the fragmenting
endpoint quark’s longitudinal momentum that is carried by the created hadron, an aspect
for which the string model is highly predictive. The requirement that the fragmentation be
independent of the sequence in which breakups are considered (causality) imposes a “left-
right symmetry” on the possible form of the fragmentation function, f(z), with the solution

f(z) / 1

z
(1� z)a exp

✓
�b (m2

h

+ p2

?h

)

z

◆
, (1.11)

1
The PYTHIA implementation includes the lightest pseudoscalar and vector mesons, with the four L = 1

multiplets (scalar, tensor, and 2 pseudovectors) available but disabled by default, largely because several

states are poorly known and thus may result in a worse overall description when included. For baryons, the

lightest spin-1/2 and -3/2 multiplets are included.
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String Break

q

z

Note: In principle, a can be flavour-dependent. In practice, we only distinguish between baryons and mesons
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Fig. 21: Illustration of the iterative selection of flavours and momenta in the Lund string fragmentation model.

practice this is only approximately true for B

⇤
/B. For lighter flavours, the difference in phase space

caused by the V –S mass splittings implies a suppression of vector production. Thus, for D

⇤
/D, the

effective ratio is already reduced to about ⇠ 1.0 – 2.0, while for K

⇤
/K and ⇢/⇡, extracted values

range from 0.3 – 1.0. Recall, as always, that these are production ratios of primary hadrons, hence
feed-down complicates the extraction of these parameters from experimental data, in particular for
the lighter hadron species. The production of higher meson resonances is assumed to be low in a
string framework23. For diquarks, separate parameters control the relative rates of spin-1 diquarks vs.
spin-0 ones and, likewise, have to extracted from data, with resulting values of order (qq)1/(qq)0 ⇠
0.075 – 0.15.

With p

2
? and m

2 now fixed, the final step is to select the fraction, z, of the fragmenting end-
point quark’s longitudinal momentum that is carried by the created hadron. In this respect, the string
picture is substantially more predictive than for the flavour selection. Firstly, the requirement that the
fragmentation be independent of the sequence in which breakups are considered (causality) imposes
a “left-right symmetry” on the possible form of the fragmentation function, f(z), with the solution

f(z) / 1

z

(1� z)

a
exp

✓
�b (m

2
h + p

2
?h)

z

◆
, (68)

which is known as the Lund symmetric fragmentation function (normalized to unit integral). As a
by-product, the probability distribution in invariant time ⌧ of q

0
q̄ breakup vertices, or equivalently

� = (⌧)

2, is also obtained, with dP/d� / �

a
exp(�b�) implying an area law for the colour flux,

and the average breakup time lying along a hyperbola of constant invariant time ⌧0 ⇠ 10

�23
s [68].

The a and b parameters are the only free parameters of the fragmentation function, though a may
in principle be flavour-dependent. Note that the explicit mass dependence in f(z) implies a harder
fragmentation function for heavier hadrons (in the rest frame of the string).

The iterative selection of flavours, p?, and z values is illustrated in figure 21. A parton produced
in a hard process at some high scale QUV emerges from the parton shower, at the hadronization scale
QIR, with 3-momentum ~p = (~p?0, p+), where the “+” on the third component denotes “light-cone”
momentum, p± = E ± pz . Next, an adjacent d

¯

d pair from the vacuum is created, with relative
transverse momenta ±p?1. The fragmenting quark combines with the ¯

d from the breakup to form a
23The four L = 1 multiplets are implemented in PYTHIA, but are disabled by default, largely because several states are

poorly known and thus may result in a worse overall description when included.
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ITERATIVE STRING BREAKS
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Causality → May iterate from outside-in



THE (LUND) STRING MODEL
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Map: 

• Quarks → String Endpoints 

• Gluons → Transverse 
Excitations (kinks) 

• Physics then in terms of 
string worldsheet evolving 
in spacetime 

• Probability of string break 
(by quantum tunneling) 
constant per unit area → 
AREA LAW

Simple space-time picture 
Details of string breaks more complicated (e.g., baryons, spin multiplets)

→ STRING EFFECT

Main implementation: PYTHIA. (EPOS also implements a string-based hadronisation model.)
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1980: string (colour coherence) e↵ect

quark

antiquark

gluon

string motion in the event plane
(without breakups)

Predicted unique event structure;
inside & between jets.
Confirmed first by JADE 1980.

Generator crucial
to sell physics!

(today: PS, M&M, MPI, . . . )

Torbjörn Sjöstrand Status and Developments of Event Generators slide 5/28
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN QUARK AND GLUON JETS
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Figure 5: The jet pT dependence of (a) the di↵erence in the average charged-particle multiplicity (ptrack
T > 0.5 GeV)

between the more forward and the more central jet. The band for the data is the sum in quadrature of the systematic
and statistical uncertainties and the error bars on the data points represent the statistical uncertainty. Bands on the
simulation include MC statistical uncertainty. The jet pT dependence of (b) the average charged-particle multiplicity
(ptrack

T > 0.5 GeV) for quark- and gluon-initiated jets, extracted with the gluon fractions from Pythia 8.175 with the
CT10 PDF. In addition to the experimental uncertainties, the error bands include uncertainties in the gluon fractions
from both the PDF and ME uncertainties. The MC statistical uncertainties on the open markers are smaller than
the markers. The uncertainty band for the N3LO pQCD prediction is determined by varying the scale µ by a factor
of two up and down. The markers are truncated at the penultimate pT bin in the right because within statistical
uncertainty, the more forward and more central jet constituent charged-particle multiplicities are consistent with
each other in the last bin.
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1980: string (colour coherence) e↵ect

quark

antiquark

gluon

string motion in the event plane
(without breakups)

Predicted unique event structure;
inside & between jets.
Confirmed first by JADE 1980.

Generator crucial
to sell physics!

(today: PS, M&M, MPI, . . . )

Torbjörn Sjöstrand Status and Developments of Event Generators slide 5/28

Gluon connected to two string pieces

Each quark connected to one string piece

→ expect factor 2 ~ CA/CF larger particle 
multiplicity in gluon jets vs quark jets

Can be hugely important for discriminating new-physics signals (decays to quarks vs 
decays to gluons, vs composition of background and bremsstrahlung combinatorics )

More recent study (LHC) ATLAS, Eur.Phys.J. C76 (2016) no.6, 322 

See also 
Larkoski et al., JHEP 1411 (2014) 129 
Thaler et al., Les Houches, arXiv:1605.04692



The HERWIG Cluster Model

“Preconfinement”:
colour flow is local
in coherent shower evolution

●

subprocess

underlying
event

p

jet jet

p

hard

●

+

0Z

ee −

●

1) Introduce forced g → qq branchings
2) Form colour singlet clusters

3) Clusters decay isotropically to 2 hadrons according to
phase space weight ∼ (2s1 + 1)(2s2 + 1)(2p∗/m)

simple and clean, but . . .

Universal  
spectra!

THE CLUSTER MODEL
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๏Starting observation: “Preconfinement” 
•

The HERWIG Cluster Model

“Preconfinement”:
colour flow is local
in coherent shower evolution

●

subprocess

underlying
event

p

jet jet

p

hard

●

+

0Z

ee −

●

1) Introduce forced g → qq branchings
2) Form colour singlet clusters

3) Clusters decay isotropically to 2 hadrons according to
phase space weight ∼ (2s1 + 1)(2s2 + 1)(2p∗/m)

simple and clean, but . . .

(but high-mass 
tail problematic)

๏ Large clusters → string-like. (In PYTHIA, small strings → cluster-like).

Two main (independent) implementations: HERWIG, SHERPA

•+ Force g→qq splittings at Q0 
•→ high-mass q-qbar “clusters”  
•Isotropic 2-body decays to hadrons 
•according to PS ≈ (2s1+1)(2s2+1)(p*/m)



JETS
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QCD lecture 4 (p. 19)

Jets Jets as projections

jet 1 jet 2

LO partons

Jet Def n

jet 1 jet 2

Jet Def n

NLO partons

jet 1 jet 2

Jet Def n

parton shower

jet 1 jet 2

Jet Def n

hadron level

π π

K
p φ

Projection to jets provides “universal” view of event

Illustrations by G
. Salam

   

Think of jets as projections that provide a universal view of events

LO partons NLO partons Parton Shower Hadron Level
Jet Definition Jet Definition Jet Definition Jet Definition

I’m not going to cover the many different types of jet clustering algorithms 
(kT, anti-kT, C/A, cones, …) - see e.g., lectures & notes by G. Salam.

➤ Focus instead on the physical origin and MC modeling of jets



JETS VS PARTON SHOWERS
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๏Jet clustering algorithms 
•Map event from low E-resolution scale (i.e., with many partons/hadrons, most of 

which are soft) to a higher E-resolution scale (with fewer, hard, IR-safe, jets)

Jet Clustering 
(Deterministic*) 

(Winner-takes-all)

Parton Showering 
(Probabilistic)

Q ~ Λ ~ mπ ~ 
150 MeV 

Q ~ Qhad 
~ 1 GeV

Q~ Ecm 
~ MX

Parton shower algorithms 
Map a few hard partons to many softer ones 

Probabilistic → closer to nature.                                
Not uniquely invertible by any jet algorithm*

Many soft particles A few hard jets

Born-level MEHadronization

(* See “Qjets” for a probabilistic jet algorithm, arXiv:1201.1914)
(* See “Sector Showers” for a deterministic shower, arXiv:1109.3608)

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1201.1914
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1109.3608


INFRARED SAFETY
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๏Definition: an observable is infrared safe if it 
is insensitive to

Note: some people use the word “infrared” to refer to soft only. Hence you may also hear  
“infrared and collinear safety”. Advice: always be explicit and clear what you mean.

SOFT radiation:  
Adding any number of infinitely soft particles (zero-energy)  

should not change the value of the observable

COLLINEAR radiation: 
Splitting an existing particle up into two comoving ones 

(conserving the total momentum and energy)  
should not change the value of the observable



EXAMPLE
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๏Counting the number of 
particles/tracks is … ? 

๏ i

๏angle*: with respect to some principal axis representing the “collinear” 
direction (e.g., jet axis or “event-shape” axis)

๏The number of tracks, weighted 
by energy times angle*?



QCD lecture 4 (p. 30)

Jets

Cones
IRC safety & real-life

Real life does not have infinities, but pert. infinity leaves a real-life trace

α2
s + α3

s + α4
s ×∞ → α2

s + α3
s + α4

s × ln pt/Λ→ α2
s + α3

s + α3
s

! "# $

BOTH WASTED

Among consequences of IR unsafety:

Last meaningful order
JetClu, ATLAS MidPoint CMS it. cone Known at

cone [IC-SM] [ICmp -SM] [IC-PR]

Inclusive jets LO NLO NLO NLO (→ NNLO)
W /Z + 1 jet LO NLO NLO NLO
3 jets none LO LO NLO [nlojet++]
W /Z + 2 jets none LO LO NLO [MCFM]
mjet in 2j + X none none none LO

NB: 50,000,000$/£/CHF/e investment in NLO

Multi-jet contexts much more sensitive: ubiquitous at LHC
And LHC will rely on QCD for background double-checks

extraction of cross sections, extraction of parameters

WHY DO WE CARE?
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QCD lecture 4 (p. 29)

Jets

Cones
Consequences of collinear unsafety

jet 2
jet 1jet 1jet 1 jet 1

αs x (+ )∞nαs x (− )∞n αs x (+ )∞nαs x (− )∞n

Collinear Safe Collinear Unsafe

Infinities cancel Infinities do not cancel

Invalidates perturbation theory

Invalidates perturbation theory(KLN: ‘degenerate states’)

Virtual and Real go into different bins!Virtual and Real go into same bins!

(example by G. Salam)



๏ YOU decide how to look at event 
•The construction of jets is inherently ambiguous 

๏ 1. Which particles get grouped together? 
JET ALGORITHM  
(+ size/resolution parameters) 

๏ 2. How will you combine their momenta? 
RECOMBINATION SCHEME  
(e.g., ‘E’ scheme: add 4-momenta)

THERE IS NO UNIQUE OR “BEST” JET DEFINITION
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Ambiguity complicates life, but gives flexibility in one’s view of events 
→ At what resolution / angular size are you looking for structure(s)?

→ Do you prefer “circular” or “QCD-like” jet areas? (Collinear vs Soft structure)

→ Sequential clustering → substructure (veto/enhance?)

Jet 
Definition



TYPES OF ALGORITHMS
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๏1. Sequential Recombination 
๏

Iterate until A or B (you choose which):  
A: all distance measures larger than something 

B: you reach a specified number of jets

Look at event at: 

specific njets

specific resolution

Take your 4-vectors. Combine the ones that have the lowest 
‘distance measure’  

Different names for different distance measures 

Durham kT : 

Cambridge/Aachen : 

Anti-kT :  

ArClus (3→2):   

→ New set of (n-1) 4-vectors

�R2
ij

�R2
ij/ max(k2

Ti, k
2
Tj)

�R2
ij ⇥min(k2

Ti, k
2
Tj)

p2
? = sijsjk/sijk

k2
Ti = E2

i (1� cos ✓ij)

�R2
ij = (⌘i � ⌘j)2 + ��2

ij

+ Prescription for how to 
combine 2 momenta into 1

(or 3 momenta into 2)



WHY KT (OR PT OR ∆R)?
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๏Attempt to (approximately) capture universal jet-within-jet-
witin-jet… behavior 

•Recall: Approximate full matrix element 

•by Leading-Log limit of QCD → universal dominant terms

|M (0)
X+1(si1, s1k, s)|2

|M (0)
X (s)|2

⇥ 4⌥ sCF

⇥
2sik

si1s1k
+ ...

�

dsi1ds1k

si1s1k
⇥ dp2

�
p2
�

dz

z(1� z)
⇥ dE1

min(Ei, E1)

d⇤i1

⇤i1
(E1 ⇤ Ei, ⇤i1 ⇤ 1)

30

“Eikonal” 
(universal, always there)

,...

|M (0)
X+1(si1, s1k, s)|2

|M (0)
X (s)|2

⇥ 4⌥ sCF

⇥
2sik

si1s1k
+ ...

�

dsi1ds1k

si1s1k
⌅ dp2

�
p2
�

dz

z(1� z)
⌅ dE1

min(Ei, E1)

d⇤i1

⇤i1
(E1 ⇤ Ei, ⇤i1 ⇤ 1)

30

Rewritings in soft/collinear limits
“smallest” kT (or pT or θij, or …) → largest Eikonal (and/or most collinear)

=



TYPES OF ALGORITHMS
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๏ 2. “Cone” type

Warning: to optimise speed, seeded algorithms were 
sometimes used in the past. INFRARED UNSAFE

Take your 4-vectors. Select a procedure for which “test 
cones” to draw 

Different names for different procedures 

Seeded (obsolete): start from hardest 4-vectors (and possibly 
combinations thereof, e.g., CDF midpoint algorithm) = “seeds” 

Unseeded : smoothly scan over entire event, trying everything 

Sum momenta inside test cone → new test cone direction 

Iterate until stable (test cone direction = momentum sum direction) 



(IR SAFE VS UNSAFE OBSERVABLES)
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•May look pretty similar in experimental environment …  
•But IR unsafe is not nice to your (perturbative) theory friends …  

๏

appears to be able to account for. It therefore appears plausible that a universal modeling of the underly-
ing event must take into account that the hard-scattering and underlying-event components can involve
similar time scales and have a common, correlated evolution. It is in this spirit that the concept of “in-
terleaved evolution” [12] was developed as the cornerstone of the p⊥-ordered models [12, 13] in both
PYTHIA 6 [14] and, more recently, PYTHIA 8 [15], the latter of which now also incorporates a model of
parton rescattering [16].

The second tool, infrared safety1, provides us with a class of observables which are insensitive to
the details of the long-distance physics. This works up to corrections of order the long-distance scale
divided by the short-distance scale to some (observable-dependent) power, typically

IR Safe Corrections ∝
Q2

IR

Q2
UV

(1)

where QUV denotes a generic hard scale in the problem, and QIR ∼ ΛQCD ∼ O(1 GeV). Of course,
in minimum-bias, we typically have Q2

UV ∼ Q2
IR, wherefore all observables depend significantly on

the IR physics (or in other words, when IR physics is all there is, then any observable, no matter how
carefully defined, depends on it).

Even when a high scale is present, as in resonance decays, jet fragmentation, or underlying-event-
type studies, infrared safety only guarantees us that infrared corrections are small, not that they are zero.
Thus, ultimately, we run into a precision barrier even for IR safe observables, which only a reliable
understanding of the long-distance physics itself can address.

Finally, there are the non-infrared-safe observables. Instead of the suppressed corrections above,
such observables contain logarithms

IR Sensitive Corrections ∝ αn
s log

m

!

Q2
UV

Q2
IR

"

, m ≤ 2n , (2)

which grow increasingly large as QIR/QUV → 0. As an example, consider such a fundamental quantity
as particle multiplicities; in the absence of nontrivial infrared effects, the number of partons that would
be mapped to hadrons in a naı̈ve local-parton-hadron-duality [17] picture would tend logarithmically to
infinity as the IR cutoff is lowered. Similarly, the distinction between a charged and a neutral pion only
occurs in the very last phase of hadronisation, and hence observables that only include charged tracks
are always IR sensitive.

Minimum-bias (MB) and Underlying-Event (UE) physics can therefore be perceived of as offering
an ideal lab for studying nonfactorised and nonperturbative phenomena, with the added benefit of having
access to the highest possible statistics in the case of min-bias. In this context there is no strong prefer-
ence for IR safe over IR sensitive observables; they merely represent two different lenses through which
we can view the infrared physics, each revealing different aspects. By far the most important point is
that it is in their combination that we achieve a sort of stereo vision, in which infrared safe observables
measuring the overall energy flow are simply the slightly averaged progenitors of the spectra and cor-
relations that appear at the level of individual particles. A systematic programme of such studies can
give crucial tests of our ability to model and understand these ubiquitous components, and the resulting
improved physics models can then be fed back into the modeling of high-p⊥ physics.

1By “infrared” we here mean any non-UV limit, without regard to whether it is collinear or soft.

2

Unsafe: badly divergent in pQCD → large IR 
corrections:

Even if we have a hadronization model which computes these 
corrections, the dependence on it is larger → uncertainty

appears to be able to account for. It therefore appears plausible that a universal modeling of the underly-
ing event must take into account that the hard-scattering and underlying-event components can involve
similar time scales and have a common, correlated evolution. It is in this spirit that the concept of “in-
terleaved evolution” [12] was developed as the cornerstone of the p⊥-ordered models [12, 13] in both
PYTHIA 6 [14] and, more recently, PYTHIA 8 [15], the latter of which now also incorporates a model of
parton rescattering [16].

The second tool, infrared safety1, provides us with a class of observables which are insensitive to
the details of the long-distance physics. This works up to corrections of order the long-distance scale
divided by the short-distance scale to some (observable-dependent) power, typically

IR Safe Corrections ∝
Q2

IR

Q2
UV

(1)

where QUV denotes a generic hard scale in the problem, and QIR ∼ ΛQCD ∼ O(1 GeV). Of course,
in minimum-bias, we typically have Q2

UV ∼ Q2
IR, wherefore all observables depend significantly on

the IR physics (or in other words, when IR physics is all there is, then any observable, no matter how
carefully defined, depends on it).

Even when a high scale is present, as in resonance decays, jet fragmentation, or underlying-event-
type studies, infrared safety only guarantees us that infrared corrections are small, not that they are zero.
Thus, ultimately, we run into a precision barrier even for IR safe observables, which only a reliable
understanding of the long-distance physics itself can address.

Finally, there are the non-infrared-safe observables. Instead of the suppressed corrections above,
such observables contain logarithms

IR Sensitive Corrections ∝ αn
s log

m

!

Q2
UV

Q2
IR

"

, m ≤ 2n , (2)

which grow increasingly large as QIR/QUV → 0. As an example, consider such a fundamental quantity
as particle multiplicities; in the absence of nontrivial infrared effects, the number of partons that would
be mapped to hadrons in a naı̈ve local-parton-hadron-duality [17] picture would tend logarithmically to
infinity as the IR cutoff is lowered. Similarly, the distinction between a charged and a neutral pion only
occurs in the very last phase of hadronisation, and hence observables that only include charged tracks
are always IR sensitive.

Minimum-bias (MB) and Underlying-Event (UE) physics can therefore be perceived of as offering
an ideal lab for studying nonfactorised and nonperturbative phenomena, with the added benefit of having
access to the highest possible statistics in the case of min-bias. In this context there is no strong prefer-
ence for IR safe over IR sensitive observables; they merely represent two different lenses through which
we can view the infrared physics, each revealing different aspects. By far the most important point is
that it is in their combination that we achieve a sort of stereo vision, in which infrared safe observables
measuring the overall energy flow are simply the slightly averaged progenitors of the spectra and cor-
relations that appear at the level of individual particles. A systematic programme of such studies can
give crucial tests of our ability to model and understand these ubiquitous components, and the resulting
improved physics models can then be fed back into the modeling of high-p⊥ physics.

1By “infrared” we here mean any non-UV limit, without regard to whether it is collinear or soft.

2

Safe → IR corrections power suppressed:
Can still be computed (MC) but can 
also be neglected (pure pQCD)

Let’s look at an example … 
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QCD lecture 4 (p. 28)

Jets

Cones
ICPR iteration issue

100

200

300

400

500

p T 
(G

eV
/c

)

rapidity

10−1
0

cone
cone axiscone iteration

Collinear splitting can modify the hard jets: ICPR algorithms are
collinear unsafe =⇒ perturbative calculations give ∞

Slides from G. Salam

Iterative Cone Progressive Removal

“Seeded Cone Algorithm” 

Start from “hardest” seeds
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QCD lecture 4 (p. 28)
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QCD lecture 4 (p. 28)
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QCD lecture 4 (p. 28)

Jets
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ICPR iteration issue
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QCD lecture 4 (p. 28)

Jets

Cones
ICPR iteration issue

jet 2

jet 1

100
200
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)

rapidity
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0

cone
cone axiscone iteration

Collinear splitting can modify the hard jets: ICPR algorithms are
collinear unsafe =⇒ perturbative calculations give ∞

Slides from G. Salam

Iterative Cone Progressive Removal

“Seeded Cone Algorithm” 

Start from “hardest” seeds

Note: none of the jet 
algorithms in use at 

LHC are seeded. 
But worth 

understanding issue if/
when you consider 
proposals for new 

observables



STEREO VISION
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๏Use IR Safe algorithms 
•To study short-distance physics 
•Recombination-type algos → “inverse shower”  

๏ → can study jet substructure → test shower properties + distinguish BSM 

๏Use IR Sensitive observables 
•E.g., number of tracks, identified particles, … 
•To explicitly study hadronisation and models of IR physics

“Cone-like”: SiSCone (unseeded) 
“Recombination-like”: kT, Cambridge/Aachen 
“Hybrid”: Anti-kT (cone-shaped jets from 

recombination-type algorithm; note: 
clustering history not ~ shower history)

http://www.fastjet.fr/

Image Credits: Richard Seaman

•(e.g., FASTJET)

→ message is not to avoid IR unsafe observables at all costs. But to know when and how to use them.

http://www.fastjet.fr


SUMMARY
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๏Jets 
•Discovered at SPEAR (SLAC ‘72) and DORIS (DESY ‘73): ECM ~ 5 GeV 

๏ Collimated sprays of nuclear matter (hadrons). 
๏ Interpreted as the “fragmentation of fast partons” -> MC generators  

๏PYTHIA (and EPOS): Strings enforce confinement; break up into hadrons 
•Based on linear confinement: V(r) = κr at large distances + Schwinger tunneling 
•Powerful energy-momentum picture, with few free parameters 
•Not very predictive for flavour/spin composition; many free parameters 

๏HERWIG and SHERPA employ ‘cluster model’ 
•Based on universality of cluster mass spectra + ‘preconfinement’ 
•Algorithmically simpler; flavour/spin composition largely from hadron masses  

๏NB: many indications that confinement is more complicated in pp 
๏ ~ well understood in “dilute” environments (ee: LEP) ~ vacuum 
๏ LHC is providing a treasure trove of measurements on jet fragmentation, identified particles, 

minimum-bias, underlying event, … tomorrow’s lecture!
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๏Generally, expect few-hundred MeV shifts by hadronisation 
•Corrections to IR safe observables are “power corrections” 

•Corrections for jets 
•of radius
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Figure 11. The average shift in jet pt induced by hadronisation in a range of Monte Carlo tunes,
for R = 0.4 and R = 0.2 jets, both quark and gluon induced. The shift is shown as a function of
jet pt and is rescaled by a factor RCF /C (C = CF or CA) in order to test the scaling expected
from Eq. (5.1). The left-hand plot shows results from the AUET2 [48] tune of Herwig 6.521 [22, 23]
and the Monash 13 tune [49] of Pythia 8.186 [21], while the right-hand plot shows results from
the Z2 [50] and Perugia 2011 [51, 52] tunes of Pythia 6.428 [20]. The shifts have been obtained
by clustering each Monte Carlo event at both parton and hadron level, matching the two hardest
jets in the two levels and determining the di↵erence in their pt’s. The simple analytical estimate of
0.5GeV ± 20% is shown as a yellow band.

and Pythia 8 Monash 2013 both having somewhat smaller than expected hadronisation

corrections. Secondly there is a strong dependence of the shift on the initial jet pt, with

a variation of roughly a factor of two between pt = 100GeV and pt = 1TeV. Such a pt
dependence is not predicted within simple approaches to hadronisation such as Refs. [19,

43, 46, 47]. It was not observed in Ref. [19] because the Monte Carlo study there restricted

its attention to a limited range of jet pt, 55 � 70GeV. The event shape studies that

provided support for the analytical hadronisation were also limited in the range of scales

they probed, specifically, centre-of-mass energies in the range 40�200GeV (and comparable

photon virtualities in DIS). Note, however, that scale dependence of the hadronisation has

been observed at least once before, in a Monte Carlo study shown in Fig. 8 of Ref. [53]:

e↵ects found there to be associated with hadron masses generated precisely the trend seen

here in Fig. 11. The pt dependence of those e↵ects can be understood analytically, however

we leave their detailed study in a hadron-collider context to future work.13 Experimental

insight into the pt dependence of hadronisation might be possible by examining jet-shape

measurements [55, 56] over a range of pt, however such a study is also beyond the scope of

this work.

In addition to the issues of pt dependence, one further concern regarding the analytical

approach is that it has limited predictive power for the fluctuations of the hadronisation

13Hadron-mass e↵ects have been discussed also in the context of Ref. [54].
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Simple analytical estimate 
→ ~ 0.5 GeV / R correction 
from hadronisation 
(scaled by colour factor)

Dasgupta, Dreyer, 
Salam, Soyez, JHEP 
1606 (2016) 057 

R = �⌘ ⇥��

/ ⇤2
QCD/Q

2
OBS

/ 1/R

Significant differences between codes/tunes  
→ important to pin down with precise QCD hadronisation measurements at LHC

See  
Korchemsky, Sterman, NPB 437 (1995) 415 
Seymour, NPB 513 (1998) 269 
Dasgupta, Magnea, Salam, JHEP 0802 (2008) 055
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3. Hidden Valleys: motivation

M. Strassler, K. Zurek, Phys. Lett. B651 (2007) 374; . . .

Courtesy
M. Strassler

L. Carloni & TS, JHEP 1009, 105; L. Carloni, J. Rathsman & TS, JHEP 1104, 091
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Hidden-Valley Showers 
+ Valley Hadronisation

Hidden Valley 
aka “Dark” Sector 
aka “Hidden” Sector



3m

1m

Figure 1: A schematic depiction of pair production of dark quarks forming two emerging jets.
Shown is an x � y cross section of a detector with the beam pipe going into the page. The
approximate radii of the tracker and calorimeter are also shown. The dark mesons are represented
by dashed lines because they do not interact with the detector. After traveling some distance,
each individual dark pion decays into Standard Model particles, creating a small jet represented
by solid colored lines. Because of the exponential decay, each set of SM particles originates a
di↵erent distance from the interaction point, so the jet slowly emerges into the detector.

3

Requirements for a model to produce emerging jet phenomenology:  
• Hierarchy between the mediator mass and hidden sector mass.  
• Strong coupling in hidden sector → large particle multiplicity.  
• Macroscopic decay lengths of hidden sector fields back to the visible sector

HIDDEN VALLEYS / EMERGING JETS

Peter  Skands 52Monash Univers i ty

Schwaller, Stolarski, Weiler 
JHEP 1505 (2015) 059 

pair production of dark quarks 
forming two emerging jets. 

Dark Mesons

Emerging Jets
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2. R-hadron motivation

Now di↵erent tack: R-parity conserved.

Conventional SUSY: LSP is neutralino, sneutrino, or gravitino.
Squarks and gluinos are unstable and decay to LSP,
e.g. g̃! q̃q! q�̃q.

Alternative SUSY: gluino LSP, or long-lived for another reason.

E.g. Split SUSY (Dimopoulos & Arkani-Hamed):
scalars are heavy, including squarks ) gluinos long-lived.

More generally, many BSM models contain colour triplet or octet
particles that can be (pseudo)stable: extra-dimensional excitations
with odd KK-parity, leptoquarks, excited quarks, . . . .

) Pythia allows for hadronization of 3 generic states:

• colour octet uncharged, like g̃, giving g̃ud, g̃uud, g̃g, . . . ,

• colour triplet charge +2/3, like t̃, giving t̃u, t̃ud0, . . . ,

• colour triplet charge �1/3, like b̃, giving b̃c, b̃su1, . . . .
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R-hadron formation

Squark
fragmenting to
meson or baryon

Gluino
fragmenting to
baryon or glueball

Most hadronization properties by analogy with normal
string fragmentation, but
glueball formation new aspect, assumed ⇠ 10% of time (or less).
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R-hadron interactions

R-hadron interactions with matter involve interesting aspects:

b̃/t̃/g̃ massive ) slow-moving, v ⇠ 0.7c .

In R-hadron rest frame the detector has v ⇠ 0.7c

) E

kin,p ⇠ 1 GeV: low-energy (quasi)elastic processes.

Cloud of light quarks and gluons interact with hadronic rate;
sparticle is inert reservoir of kinetic energy.

Charge-exchange reactions allowed, e.g.

R

+(g̃ud) + n! R

0(g̃dd) + p.
Gives alternating track/no-track in detector.

Baryon-exchange predominantly one way,

R

+(g̃ud) + n! R

0(g̃udd) + ⇡+,
since (a) kinematically disfavoured (⇡ exceptionally light)
and (b) few pions in matter.

. . . but part of detector simulation (GEANT), not Pythia.

A.C. Kraan, Eur. Phys. J. C37 (2004) 91; M. Fairbairn et al., Phys. Rep. 438 (2007) 1
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R-hadron interactions with matter: part of detector simulation, i.e. GEANT, not PYTHIA 
Freight-train BSM particle surrounded by light pion/gluon cloud → little dE/dx 
+ charge flipping !


